Inexpensive Web Hosting Reviews Reveals Best Cheap Web
Hosting in 2015
Inexpensive Web Hosting has completed a comprehensive analysis of the best web
hosts of 2014 revealing the best and cheapest available web hosts for the year
ahead.
San Francisco, CA, January 19, 2015 (FPRC) -- Starting one’s own website can be a challenge, and
many people fall at the first hurdl, choosing the right web hosting provider. This is because there are
so many providers out there all claiming to be the best that individuals end up with choice paralysis,
and can’t even begin their online journey. Inexpensive Web Hosting is a website that provides
independent and insightful consumer advice to help people overcome this problem, and they
recently published a new countdown of the Best Cheap Web Hosting for 2015 based on the
providers’ performances throughout last year.
The countdown includes the ten best rated cheap web hosting providers from 2014 with vital
statistics about their performance, including an overall rating out of ten, their prices, refund policy,
disk space, bandwidth and domain name registration or migration fees, together with a link to the full
review.
The site (https://inexpensivewebhosting.reviews ) has created the countdown by reviewing each one
of the providers in extreme detail, including their current number one provider, iPage
(https://inexpensivewebhosting.reviews/ipage-review/ ). A link to these full reviews is included in the
rankings so that individuals can find out more before committing to a provider.
A spokesperson for Inexpensive Web Hosting Reviews explained, “We have built our 2015 top ten
on the results of rigorous analysis of things like transfer, upload and download speeds, uptime,
customer support and more as well as the factors we include up front on the countdown itself, so
individuals can be assured of the reliability of these choices above and beyond their unique selling
points and particular incentives. iPage is still number one right now, but 2015 is only in its first
month, and we look forward to seeing whether they can retain that spot until this time next year.”
About Inexpensive Web Hosting Reviews: Inexpensive Web Hosting Reviews is an online resource
center specializing in providing independent and in-depth reviews of web hosting providers in the
budget range of the market. The site is regularly updated with reviews of new providers and includes
a constantly updated league table of the best providers to help people get the very best cheap web
hosting in 2015. For information please visit: https://inexpensivewebhosting.reviews
Contact Information
For more information contact Basil Mac of InexpensiveWebHosting.Reviews
(http://https://inexpensivewebhosting.reviews/)
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